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Cove Road Ike wins in 1:59.1 in the Open Pace at Scarborough Downs for Paul Bresciani.
COVE ROAD IKE, DON MIGUEL SHARP WINNERS AT THE DOWNS
At Scarborough Downs, the open 
action has provided more than its 
share o f surprises in the opening 
weeks, and, despite the often cola 
weather, more than its share of 
speedy tim es. Cove Road Ike 
(Sundance Skipper-Eres Tu) provided 
the meet’s first sub-2:00 mile on 
March 11. Teamed by Paul 
Bresciani, the six-year-old sat off a 
torrid early pace set by Bob Sumner 
d D.C.R. of 29 to the quarter and 
l> seconds to the hall. He then 
* sd three-wide as the field entered 
, backstretch, having little trouble
getting by a fatigued D.C.R. Then 
Dirty Shame and Dave Ingraham 
made a solid late rally, but Cove 
Road Ike held on to win by a length 
in 1:59.1 over a track which had been 
heavy only a week before.
With Cove Road Ike taking a week 
off, Don M iguel moved to center 
stage in the Open on March 18. 
Catch-driven by Jim Hardy, Don 
M iguel took advantage o f the 
absence of early speed in the field to 
race to the uncontested lead past the 
quarter in 29.4. Hardy then sat on 
the field, waiting for challengers, and
when they did not materialize, rated 
a half in 1:01.1 and the three-quar­
ters in 1:31.2. Don M iguel then 
accelerated home to win with ease in 
2:00.3, besting Tree Fern N. by near­
ly five lengths. Cool Fortune was 
third.
March’s next open went, in some­
thing of an upset, to Cool Fortune. 
The Kevin Switzer-trained and driv­
en entry, who raced superbly at the 
Downs in 1988, but was off form here 
last year, sat second throughout the 
mile behind the quick fractions of 
Flutie (Eddie Davis, Jr.). As the
BY K.C. JOHNSON 
leader began to falter around the 
final turn, Switzer made a perfectly- 
timed move off the rail, easing into 
the outside flow just as Bob Sumner 
was about to close the opening with 
License To Fly. Cool Fortune paced 
out by a length; Flutie held second.
In addition to the fast times and 
exciting racing, the handles have 
been solid throughout the month, 
with only one night below  the 
$100,000 barrier and the Saturday 
and Sunday matinee programs aver­
aging well in excess of $150,000 per 
program.
IMPORTANT DATES AND UPCOMING EVENTS
April 1 - international Association of Racing Commissioners - Arizona 
April 2 - Vernon Downs opens
April 6 - Florida Breeders Awards luncheon - Pompano Paris 
April 8 - U.S.H.W.A, (Florida Chapter) Awards Banquet - Crystal Lake 
Country Club
April 8 - Garden State Mixed Sale at the Meadowlands 
April 9 - $30,000 Pompano Beach Pace Final for Three Year Olds - 
Pompano Park
April 13 - 'Del Miller Night' at Pompano Harness
April 15 - Mass. Sire Stakes - 3 year old sustaining payment due, $200. 
April 15 - Royal Stallion Stake -2 ,3 ,4  year old payments due 
(Ttel. 717-343-5902 for more information)
April 22 - United States Harness Writers Assoc. Annual Awards Banquet 
at the Meadowlands
April 27- The Billings Amateur Driving Classic starts at Pompano 
Park
April 28- Pompano Harness closes for the season.
April 29- New Horizon Pacing Series - 1st leg - Scarborough Downs
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Have You Heard Of 
,fMaine Track ‘90"?
MAINE TRACK ‘90 is a coalition state. D istribution will be 
of horsepeople, agricultural societies accomplished with the assistance of 
and commercial racetracks dedicated of volunteers.
to the prom otion o f the great Besides courting the tourists, 
tradition o f harness racing in the MAINE TRACK ‘90 is working on 
State of Maine. projects designed to attract and
The idea for MAINE TRACK ‘90 educate local residents to the sport 
was hatched at a prom otional o f harness racing. As plans are 
meeting at this year’s annual Fair completed, press releases will be 
Association banquet from a casual made.
suggestion that all the tracks and Core group members include: 
associations should pool their Dale Theriault and Owen Butler 
resources and work together. (Bangor), M aitland Richardson 
B rainstorm ing produced some (Skowhegan), Gerald Lamarre 
fascinating suggestions, but the real (Topshaml. Billy Childs (The Card 
accomplishment was the formation Group), Ken Ronco (Maine Harness 
o f a group which was later to be H orsem en’s A ssociation). Jean 
named MAINE TRACK ‘ 90. Childs and Audrey Gerry (Maine 
Although the suggestion to become Standardbred Breeders & Owners 
united is not new, the actual A ssociation), M ichael M arcello 
implementation is. (Scarborough Downs), and Henry
MAINE TRACK ‘90 makes its Jackson (Acting D irector Maine 
debut in the weekend edition of the Harness Racing Com m ission), 
statewide newspapers this Saturday Actual funding comes from shares 
and Sunday as part of the MAINE alloted to each entity with the 
STREET ‘90 special section. It is no extended meet tracks contributing 
coincidence that there is a similarity the lion’s share, 
in the names. MAINE TRACK ‘90 is MAINE TRACK ‘90 is an excellent 
a member of the statewide MAINE example of how track management 
STREET ‘90 celebration. and horsemen can peacefully work
Seeking the tourist m arket is together for the betterment of all 
foremost in the minds o f MAINE parties involved.
TRACK ‘90 members. The For additional information 
production of informational material please call:
is under way and will be available Audrey Gerry, 839-3035, or 
for distribution soon throughout the Jean Childs, 854-2494
Obituaries
ARTHUR B. McGEE
WINDSOR—Arthur B. McGee, 79, of Route 32, died unexpectedly March 
13 at his home. He attended Gardiner schools. He was involved with har­
ness racing tracks in Maine as well as numerous other parts of the country 
for over 50 years. He was manager of Lewiston Raceway for several years. 
He was also a trustee and race official of Windsor Fair for over 50 years. 
He owned and operated Augusta Provision Co. (now Jordan Meat Co.), 
Kennebec Trucking Co. and Eastern Starting Gates, Inc. He held numer­
ous licenses with the Maine Trotting Association and the United States 
Trotting Association. He was past president of Maine State Agricultural 
Fair Association and the Maine Harness Horsemen Association. He was an 
honorary life member of the Anah Temple Shrine of Bangor; a member of 
the Kennebec Valley Lodge F & AM since 1947, and at the time of his death 
was a member of the Scottish Rites Body of the lodge; a 32nd Degree 
Mason of the Portland Lodge; and a member of the Kora Temple Shrine in 
Lewiston. Memorial donations may be made to the Windsor Volunteer 
Ambulance Service.
JOHN McGUIRE
Scarborough Downs Associate Judge John McGuire passed away on 
March 17. He was 67 years old.
McGuire was well-known to Maine sports fans for his twenty years as a 
boys basketball coach, at Freeport, Rockland, and then Portland High 
School. He garnered over 250 victories and took teams to the state finals 
five times. Among the notables he coached was Roy Chipman, later the 
men's head basketball coach at the University of Pittsburgh.
After retiring as basketball coach and biology teacher, McGuire entered 
the world of racing, first serving in the mutuels department at Lewiston 
but quickly becoming an associate judge at Scarborough, he worked also at 
several fairs and for one winter at Gulfstream Park, and was Presiding 
Judge at Scarborough from 1986 through 1988. As a judge, McGuire 
earned a reputation for fairmindedness, patience, and accessibility f# m  
nearly all horsemen, and his willingness to help other Downs employees 
became one of his trademarks. Though his love for basketball was well 
known, he came to love harness racing as well, and will be missed by all 
who had the privilege of working with him.
Calling All Horses!
“Ernie The B
Can Fill Your Shoeing Needs
Trot to the phone and dial: 207-282-3131
The Dupuis Farm
SPRINGFEST
2, 2:03h -  Race-Timed in 2:00.4 
(Nevele Pride 1:54.4 - Weeping Cherry 2:05.3)
This well-bred trotting stallion comes rightfully by his select status. 
His sire is a world record-holding son of Star's Pride. His dam, 
Weeping Cherry, a daughter of Speedy Scot, is a 100% producer with 
all of her foals racing as two year olds. The grandam, Gay Blossom 
by Florican, a Hambletonian Filly Stakes winner, has a 2:00 record 
and earnings of $111,678.
As a two year old Springfest raced the Metropolitan Circuit in 
Stakes and Invitationals. In the fall of the year he participated in 
the Grand Circuit at Delaware, Ohio, and Lexington, Ky. This 
impressive stallion has the structure, plus the disposition, so 
necessary for success in the breeding shed. His foals have inherited 
his size and temperament.
A major incentive plan is being planned for his 1991 foals.
From his first crop of only four 2 year olds, he sired three of the 
finalists in the Maine Sire Stakes, Including: Terisse Ann $12,854.54;
G.M.'s Sprinmg $5,996.24; Race Me Miracle $2,370.79.
The 1989 Stud Fee is $1,500. However, a reduced fee o f 
$1,000 is being offered as a bonus to:
(a) Mares with a race record of 2:04 or better.
(b) Mares stakes-placed 1st, 2nd or 3rd.
(c) Mares earning $50,000 or over on the trot.
(d) Mares having produced any of the above.
(e) Mares previously bred to this stallion.
(f) Owners breeding multiple mares.
Don’t wait, call today and book your trotting mares!
' J t < • 7 » /  « •> • « f f •* - I f . f > • ■'
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Stallions For 1990
BARNEY BLUE CHIP
p. l:57.4f. (Most Happy Fella p. 1:55 - 
Betty Hanover p. 1:57.2)
This classically bred pacing stallion has an impeccable background. 
His sire, Most Happy Fella, is a world champion, Triple Crown win­
ning son of Meadow Skipper. His dam, Betty Hanover, is a Stakes 
winning record-producing mare by Dancer Hanover. She is also a 
three-quarter sister to Bret Hanover.
At two, Barney was a Finalist in the demanding $1,750,000 Woodrow 
Wilson Pace. He qualified for this by finishing second in the 
Elimination in 1:56.3, outside the entire mile. He stands a solid 16 
hands, has superb confirmation and raced successfully on all size 
tracks. If early speed is important to you as a breeder of future 
Stakes contenders, you should consider this outstanding stallion. 
His first crop will race in 1990.
Please note, the adjusted stud fee is now  $750., but in 
order to attract the best quality mares, a reduced fee o f 
$600 w ill be offered to Broodmares...
(a) With a two year old race record of 2:10 or better...or
(b) Who have been race-timed in 2:05 or better as a two year old...or
(c) With a lifetime record of 2:00 or better...or
(d) Who have earned over $50,000 as a two or three year old...or
(e) Who are Stakes or Futurity winners...or
(f) Who have produced any of the above.
All who qualify above will be eligible for 
a reduced stud fee o f $600.
Call immediately and take advantage o f this opportunity! 
BARNEY BLUE CHIP "BONUS"!
The dam of the first 2:00 two year old record holder 
may return to this stallion for a free breeding the following season.
"We H aven't Low ered Our Standards, We've M ade It E asier For You To Raise Yours!"r
The Maine^ B reeders Stakes approxim ates $500,000 in  
value, and is im proving every year. It is the perfect pro­
gram for the small breeder. Come and join  us, you’ll be 
glad you did!
The Dupuis Farm has excellent breeding facilities with 
the space necessary for broodm ares and foals. We are 
conveniently located  tw o m iles north  o f Exit 5, M aine 
Turnpike.
Dupuis
Please Contact:
Lynn-M arie Smith, Farm M anager 
196 Buxton Rd., Saco, ME 04072 Tel. 207-284-4726
Remembering McGee
BY TOM SHEHAN
There is one word that comes to assignm ent there with enough 
mind with the passing of Arthur B. diplom acy so that the trackman 
McGee at his Windsor, Maine home could only be "sullen but not 
on March 13th. And that word is mutinous" while Arthur worked his 
"Com panionable," which any wonders to perform and produced 
dictionary will tell you means what was needed.
"sociable, friendly." I knew Arthur before I came to
Most o f Arthur’s 79 years were Maine, of course, even before I went 
spent, very happily I believe, in to work for HHI, at Rockingham 
harness racing in just about every Park. Where the late Lou Smith, 
imaginable capacity, including his who knew a good thing when he saw 
tenure as GM of Lewiston Raceway, it, called upon McGee a couple of 
It seems ironic that Arthur and times when he had problems with 
Lewiston Raceway, so much a part of his racing strip, 
the Maine harness racing scene, Every time I saw Arthur McGee I 
passed out o f the orbit o f Maine though of the late Walter Gibbons, 
racing at about the same time since another treat trackm an. My 
it was at that facility Arthur's career nom inations as the greatest 
in the sport probably peaked. trackmen that I have ever seen in
Ours was a "com panionable action would include McGee, 
relationship ," even while we Gibbons, Bill Davis of Delaware, and 
operated neighboring racetracks, Charley Coons o f M ichigan, the 
Scarborough and Lewiston. And it progenitor o f "The Coon Family 
was obvious that he was devastated Trackmen," which is still carrying on 
when he was let go at Lewiston not that family's tradition in the field, 
too long after he had lost his first McGee, like Gibbons, started life 
wife. He confessed later, "That was as a meat salesman. He operated 
quite a shock. I expected to spend his own meat supply company for a 
the rest of my days there." time, and also a trucking business,
Not that with his credentials but both he and Gibbons wound up 
McGee ever lacked for work, turning making harness racing their lifetime 
up with assignments at Hinsdale, assignments. They weren't related 
Scarborough, Foxboro, Windsor, and and didn't look alike, but when I was 
other tracks after leaving Lewiston, with one I always thought o f the 
And he got h im self a new life other. The big hats, the cigars that 
companion when he married Gloria both were equipped with all of the 
Hayes Fuller of Windsor on May 10, time, might have had their influence 
1980, who he had known since she on my thinking, 
was a girl, and she survives him. What's more, their personalities
It was the nature of the man that were also similar, strikingly non- 
when it became apparent in 1973 abrasive. Both had a genuine love 
that we had a troublesome hole at for their friends and never forgot 
the Scarborough clubhouse turn of them. Gibbons, of course, was more 
our brand new racing strip, a half of an innovator than McGee, who 
m iler that had cost Ogden, Inc. was the ultimate conservative, even 
almost a quarter of a million dollars, in racing.
that he said, "I think that I can fix Both liked to talk, to drink, to eat, 
that hole for you on the turn, Tom, if to socialize. McGee was also a good 
you’d like me to take a crack at it." chef and liked to gather his friends 
A very generous offer, of course, for a meal, which he would prepare 
coming as it did from the GM of our himself. Whenever he worked in the 
competition up the road. But I had stand as a judge he would arrive 
to tell him that I was not the master with a bag of snacks and share them 
of my own fate and could not take with associates, 
advantage o f it, since I had a Yes, McGee had a lot of friends, 
knucklehead for a trackman who And he always had time for them, 
would probably take himself and his One that he really enjoyed in 
crew and walk off the job if I brought particular, and liked to tell stories 
in even such an acknowledged expert about, was Dick M ichelson, the 
at doctoring up racing strips as former Auburn coach and teacher 
McGee. who worked for him as an announcer
Later, Arthur was the first man for so many years. They played 
that I appointed to my staff as my practical jokes on one another and 
trackman when Joe Ricci bought regaled friends with stories about 
Scarborough from Ogden Inc., and them when they were successful. It 
appointed me as his GM. We were was appropriate that Dick Michelson 
also associated later in essentially delivered the eulogy at McGee's 
the same kind of a relationship at funeral in Gardner, ME., where 
Foxboro and Hinsdale as part o f Joe Arthur grew up. Friends may make 
Sullivan Ill's managerial team. m em orial donations in M cGee’s
It was ironic that we had another name to the W indsor Volunteer 
knucklehead for a trackm an at Ambulance Service, Rt. 32, Windsor, 
Foxboro. But Arthur handled his ME 04363.
PINE TREE SALE
May 14th 11:00 AM  
Cumberland Raceway
Equipment sells before and after.
To consign stock please 
call Clayton Smith at 
207-846-5649.
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Don Miguel wins at Scarborough in 2:00.3 with Jim Hardy in the 
bike.
Downs Driving Race 
Developing In Exciting Fashion
BY K.C. JOHNSON
Over three weeks into the meet, victory, including Nagle N. in the 
and only one win was separating the first race of the meet and Tree Fern 
top four drivers at Scarborough in N. in the meet’s first open. Since, he 
what rapidly is becoming the most has faltered slightly, but his total of 
evenly-m atched Downs driving 19 wins through the first 14 cards at 
contest in recent memory. A the Downs remains impressive for 
different driver has amassed the his first full season at Scarborough, 
most wins in each of the three Hardy also has compiled nineteen 
complete racing weeks to date, and victories through March 25, doing it 
the race should only grow tighter in his traditional steady fashion. A 
with the return of Leigh Fitch to the solid opening weekend coupled with 
Downs driving colony. back-to-back hat tricks later in
The first driver to reach twenty March has provided the bulk of his 
wins for the meet was Bruce Aldrich,' wins, while Hardy also has scored 
Jr. Aldrich, who deferred to Walter triumphs with many of the horses in 
Case, Jr. on most of his horses last his own barn, notably Race Me Tara, 
summer, has been driving all of his Farbro Whiteshoes, and I’m A Cool 
own stable’s entries and is picking Guy. In addition, he has scored 
up an increasing number of catch driving doubles with the Shirley 
drives as well. The Aldrich-trained M ansfield-trained Andrea F. and 
horses wintered at the Downs and Twain Hanover, 
were ready to go when the meet Dave Ingraham tied Aldrich on 
opened, and Aldrich him self has top of the March 25 standings with a 
been most consistent throughout the feature-race victory aboard nis Dirty 
meet, taking eight wins in the first Shame, and Ingraham certainly 
six days of the meet, and then six rates as the driver to beat in this 
apiece for the next two weeks, y ea r ’s race given his consistent 
Considering that he did not finish in performances in years past. A four- 
the top ten in the 1989 Downs victory card on March 24 stands as 
drivers’ standings, this is quite an the m eet’s most wins in one 
improvement. program, and Ingraham’s aggressive
Challenging Aldrich is the more driving style continues to pay him 
well-known trio of Dave Ingraham, dividends.
Jim Hardy, and Joey Mosher. An interesting race has developed 
Mosher was the fastest starter of the in the Downs training competition as 
three. The regular driver in 1990 for well with only one win separating 
the Elmer Ballard Stable, Mosher Elmer Ballard and Tim Case (16 to 
helped the barn along to its fast 15) and Ray Sawyer recovering from 
start (ten wins in the first five a late start to notch 8 victories and a 
cards), team ing nine of those to .658 percentage.
Attention Horse Investors!
After twenty years in harness racing, I'm mak­
ing the move to runners. n*
Based at Rockingham (minimum purse $3,400 
for $3,000 claimers) I now have my trainers license. 
I’m looking for serious (not just large) investors.
Owning thoroughbreds doesn’t stop you from 
racing trotters and pacers.
So, give me a call and we can talk terms.
Dave De Lisle
Evening Phone: 603-437-7010
P.S. "It's great to be back at the R O C K ”
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Attention Breeders!
1990 Stallions At Lavish Acres
BRET's CHAMP
(Bret Hanover-Victory Light-Victory Song)
p. 2,2:03.1 - 3,1:55.4, $270,515.
The Richest Proven Sire To Ever Stand In Maine, As His Foals Have Earned Over *
* $7 Million, With His Starters Averaging Over $20,000. He Has Also Produced Seven J
* $100,000. + Winners! This is an opportunity to upgrade your stock.
1990 Stud Fee: $800. (Live Foal)
SKIP BY NIGHT
(Meadow Skipper-Anita Knight-Knight Dream)
p. 2,1:59.1 - 3,1:57 - 5, l:55.3h, $514,132.
t  This Sire Is A Former H alf Mile Track World Champion. This Is His First J
* Breeding Season In Maine And He Brings Impressive Credentials. From 77 Starters *
* He Already Has Produced Six 2:00 Two Year Olds.
1990 Stud Fee: $1,000. Colts -  $800. Fillies (Live Foal)
TRUSTY DREAM
(Adora's Dream-Friendly Lass-Garrison Hanover)
p. 2:01.4
This Is Maine's Top Sire For The Second Year In A Row! His Foals Are Fast And j
* Tough. He Has Clearly Demonstrated Prepotency By The Improvement Of His *
* Offspring, Beyond The Abilities Of Both Parents. *
* New Location -  New Stud Fee: $800. (Live Foal) J
*  *
* '  *
5 I I 7 T T C T ? \ T T V O  T D T D T T T T ?  J
*
*
*
*
*
WITSEND'S TRIBUTE
(Speedy Crown-Burger Queen-Lindy’s Pride)
This Trotter Must Be Seen To Be Fully Appreciated. An Impeccable Pedigree With 
l  Conformation, Size And Manners To Match. He Has Produced Two Stakes Winners * 
J From A Limited Crop! Book your trotters today. *
1990 Stud Fee: $500. (Live Foal)**
*
*
U
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
All Foals Eligible to Maine Breeders Stakes and New England Sulky Championships.
Basil L. Kellis 
Owner
1-207-646-5623
LAVISH ACRES
Greene, Maine
Frank Withee 
Farm Manager 
1-207-946-5388
if if *  *  if * * * * * * * * * *  *  *  *  *  *  *  * * *  *  *  *  *  + + +  * * * * *  *  * * *  * *  * * * * * *  * *  * *  * *  * *  *  * *  * *  * *  * * *  *  * * * *  *  *  * * * * * * * * *  *
U/K - Equine Research
STUDY OF BIOMECHANICS BENEFITS HORSES, OWNERS
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The study of biomechanics in the 
horse, with origins dating to the late 
1800s, is being revitalized thanks to 
work underway at the Gluck Equine 
Research Center a the University of 
Kentucky.
Playing a major role in this work 
in the Department o f Veterinary 
Science is Dr. Kent Thompson, one of 
two faculty members concentrating 
their efforts on the study o f 
biomechanics and lameness in the 
horse.
The biomechanics laboratory has 
quite a different appearance from 
others within the Gluck Equine 
Research Center. Test tubes, vials 
and computers are replaced by an 
automated machine to measure hoof 
and bone stress, a treadmill, video 
tape equipment and computers.
Since the opening of the Center 
several years ago, the "Horse-on-a- 
treadmill" scene has proved most 
popular among first-time visitors. 
However, it is being used less 
frequently today due to the use of a 
hign-speed video system and 
computer.
The system offers three-dimension 
capability to measure movements of 
the horse. Thompson says the new 
technology permits researchers to 
"quantitatively measure 3-D motion 
in the legs of horses."
There is one central goal inherent 
in the research. Thompson says, 
"We want horses to have greater 
longevity in their careers by 
improving their soundness over that 
period of time.
One of the keys to future research 
is the ability to monitor the growth 
and development o f foals through 
m aturity and beyond. This 
accumulation of information will 
offer a better-rounded picture o f 
equine development.
Thompson believes a multi-year 
study of OCD (osteochondrosis) at 
Elmendorf Farm offers a good start 
in developing this data. He says, 
"We are trying to identify certain 
developm ental and locom otor 
patterns in the young horse and then 
follow these patterns throughout 
their careers."
This study will be able to supply 
basic data on which future 
comparisons may be made when a 
horse develops a lameness disorder.
The lab is made up o f two 
graduate students and a sta ff 
technician, in addition to the faculty 
members. It is the newest section in 
the department, but Thompson says, 
"In our first two years, we have built 
a laboratory which in the future 
should be a research leader."
Thompson's interest in the horse 
dates to early years on a farm in 
upstate New York, where he showed 
horses. A fter com pleting 
undergraduate work at Cornell 
U niversity, he came to the 
University of Kentucky to attend 
graduate school and more closely 
pursue his love of horse racing.
It was here, under the tutelage of 
Dr. James Rooney, that Thompson 
becam e interested in equine 
biom echanics and lam eness. 
Thom pson said Rooney litera lly  
"wrote the book on the subject" -  a 
book published in 1969 which 
concentrated on biomechanics and 
lam eness and the relationship 
between the two. He adds, "Dr. 
Rooney is an excellent resource. I 
have learned a lot working with 
him."
He says the work of the section 
often involves interaction with other 
segm ents o f the departm ent, 
particu larly pharm acological 
research and its effect on the horse’s 
gait.
Thom pson says he enjoys the 
research because there is a large 
"applied research aspect" to it. "We 
need to know more about the 
problems of the industry. And we 
can only do this by talking with 
those directly involved with the 
horse industry -  veterinarians, 
owners and trainers."
As to long-term  effects o f his 
work, Thompson says, "I would like 
to be able to say (as a result of his 
work) that we prevented lameness 
from occurring." He is quick to add, 
"It would also be good if we could say 
that, in accomplishing this, your 
horse can now go faster.'
Chet Emerson trains Valuable Scooter (Direct Scooter) with Bruce 
Ranger and Tidewater Costner (Forrest Skipper)
4 Yr. Old Race Horse For Sale 
REVENUE NEUTRAL p. 1:58
(Trusty Dream-Two Words by Oil Burner) 
Presently Racing At Pompano.
2 Yr. Old Pacing Filly For Sale 
VALUABLE SCOOTER
(Direct Scooter-Valuable Property by Sonsam) 
N.J. Eligible - Presently In Training 
Contact: Chet Emerson Barn K Tel. 305-971-4867
The Brownlee Gate Cam at Pompano Training Track.
New For The '90’s...
Video Technology
BY LARRY ALBANO
Video technology has found its 
way to harness racing, and it has 
arrived in the form o f a 43-inch 
stretch limousine Lincoln Town Car. 
Two Northville, Michigan natives, 
Adam Brownlee and Gino Rea, are 
partners on a unique new idea 
com bining a video camera and a 
mobile starting gate.
"Primarily we're just using it as a 
tra in ing aid at Pom pano," savs 
Adam Brownlee, originator o f the 
idea and patent-holder o f the 
Brownlee Gate Cam. "It helps in 
schooling behind the gate plus the 
video helps trainers see some things 
about the way their colts 
go."
Together with Gino Rea, the 
driver of the vehicle, Brownlee has 
formed a videotape company called 
'Off The Gate Productions' which is 
capable o f providing edited color 
videos of yearlings and racehorses to 
their owners ana trainers. The idea 
has been a long time in the making.
"We spent about a year and 
thousands o f dollars putting the 
vehicle together," says Brownlee. 
"It's a stretch limo so that there's 
room for the cameraman." There's 
also a second seat with a view of the 
starting gate where a trainer might 
sit to observe and direct his 
assistants as they take a set of colts 
behind the gate. There is a 
microphone for communicating with 
the people on the track and the video 
is equipped with sound so that voices 
o f the people on the track can be 
picked up as well. There's also a TV 
m onitor inside the limo so that 
everyone involved can see exactly 
what is being filmed.
Brownlee is the starter at the 
Saginaw and Jackson Trotting
Association, and has been in that 
line of work for 18 years, he broke in 
under the legendary Elwood 'EJ' 
Mcllmurray and has strong family 
ties to harness racing.
The men are at Pompano for the 
winter because they feel they can fill 
a void in harness racing. *A lot of 
the owners are from out of state," 
says Brownlee. "If a trainer sends a 
tape of a colt along with the training 
bill it might help give the owners a 
better idea of how their colts are 
coming along."
The rates are only $15.00 a 
session, or $10.00 i f  the trainer 
supplies his own tape. "Some of the 
training centers don't have starting 
gates," says Brownlee. "Because of 
schooling capabilities you have 
footage o f a colt at his earliest 
stages, and the trainer can actually 
talk right to the owner as the horse 
goes through his paces behind the 
gate, then drop the tape in the mail. 
We can isolate on one horse or get a 
group of them going together. The 
camera has wide angle or zoom lens 
capability.
Another use for the video footage 
would be to help educate the 
potential buyers at a sale. A tape of 
the horses in action should add to 
the purchase price at the auction.
If you are interested in any phase 
of the operation, feel free to contact 
Adam Brownlee, 16527 Riverside, 
Livinoa, Ml. 48154.
It's the future of harness racing as 
we head into the 1990's, and trainers 
with foresight will have stables full 
of colts owned by well-informed men 
of means, major investors who ask 
only to see how their dollars are 
being spent in the form ative 
stages.
The video camera closely observes the horses gait as the vehicle 
picks up speed.
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Maine's Newest Standardbred Facility
G e tt in g  S ta n d a rd s  fo r  E x c e lle n c e ."
Come and meet the stallions we will he standing in .
WILLIAMSBURG ONE
p. 1:52.2m. $314,910
(Oil Burner-Auntie Mame-Bye Bye Byrd) 
This classic stallion was a stakes winner at two, 
three and four. He had eight wins in 1:55 or bet­
ter and a mark of 1:54.1 on a five-eighths track. 
To be announced soon: major bonus race for 
first crop of Williamsburg One.
Stud Fee For 1990 $1200. Live Foal
BEST JEFFREY
p. l:57.4h. $188,738
(Best of All-Shadydale Frisky-Airliner)
Maine ’’Stallion of the Year'’ in 1986 and 1987.
Sire of Waltz on Jeff p. 3,1:58.1 - fastest Maine- 
bred colt ever, plus numerous other outstanding 
stakes participants.
Stud Fee For 1990 $800. Live Foal
RACEALONG STABLE
Allen Rd., Wells, Maine
"State of the Art" construction on fifty acres of lush countryside, specializing 
in boarding, breeding, foaling & layups. Offering:
• A 32 stall barn with smoke detectors and sprinklers • The best in vet service, on a 24-hour basis
y* A carefully m onitored feeding system • Large run-in sheds with acres o f fenced paddocks
• Large foahng stalls and washroom • Heated underground waterers
• Experienced em ployees who provide quality care • A regulation half mile training track under construction.
Directions: Maine Turnpike-Exit 2. Turn right for three-tenths mile, the left on Rt. 9 west for four 
and a half miles to Johnson's Piano Shop -  take a left, pass Tilcon plant, go one mile to end of road, 
left again for 1.3 miles to Tatnic Rd. then left on Allen Rd. Stable on right.
Tel. 207-676-9024 nick & Joy Moody & Family, Owners Tel. 207-646-6236 
(Farm 7 AM -  5 PM) (Home-Evenings)
Harness Profile: Mike Izzo
H.H.I. Executive Secretary 1989-90
BY JEAN EMERSON
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One of the most devastating After high school he attended St. 
occurrences o f the past year Joseph's College in Philadelphia, 
undermining the efforts of harness receiving a business degree with a 
leadership would have to be when major in accounting. He was hired 
form er H.H.I. executive director to administer the Insurance Fund 
Mike Kalil was arrested and charged for the N ational Claims 
with embezzling over $200,000. from A dm inistrative Services, a 
the group's insurance fund. subsidiary of Blue Cross. He was
Harness Horsemen International also employed as a Financial Analyst 
was faced with a major crisis. The for a Real Estate Investm ent 
insurance funds, essential to the Trust.
welfare o f the horsem en, were During this time any spare 
depleted. The news was broadcast moments were spent with the horses 
nationwide and the organization was on the Brandywine Liberty Bell 
in serious jeopardy. circu it, as he had received his
Enter Mike Izzo, a forty year old Provisional Drivers license at age 18. 
business m ajor from Darley, In 1972 he met and married his 
Pennsylvania. For the previous year wife, Floss. The two have one son, 
Mike had served as the Executive Michael, who is eleven years old.
Vice President of the Pennsylvania In the early 80's Izzo moved into 
Harness horsemen's Association and harness racing on a full time basis, 
now he was called upon as the newly with his father and a friend. They 
appointed Executive Secretary to raced mainly the Eastern Seaboard 
establish leadership and move the from Yonkers to Pompano. With his 
insurance program in the direction background he was constantly 
of solvency. drawn to the H orsem an's
Izzo, like many of our leaders, Associations, a natural progression 
hails from a harness racing that has led to his present position of 
background. He sat behind his first H.H.I. Executive Secretary. How 
horse at the age of eight and raced in fortunate that our industry can 
matinees by the age of twelve, his promote from within its ranks when 
father maintained a small stable in an emergency occurs. The Harness 
Paulsboro, NJ and Mike would assist Horsemen International is fortunate 
him during school holidays and indeed to lay claim to the capable, 
summers. dedicated Mike Izzo.
Harness Expo '90 To Be Held 
During Hambletonian Week
Show producers and sponsors domestic and foreign visitors, New 
have confirm ed that the third Jersey is the nucleus of U.S.T.A. 
International Standardbred members.” Of the 47,000 members 
Exposition and Conference (Harness o f the U.S.T.A., one in four live 
Expo 90) will be held at the Sheraton within a tw o-hour drive o f the 
Meadowlands Hotel in conjunction Meadowlands.
with the world’s most im portant With an advisory board of 
trotting race, the Hambletonian at industry professionals, the U.S.T.A. 
the M eadowlands in East will plan a conference program to 
Rutherford, New Jersey. The dates address topics vital to the changing 
of Harness Expo 90 will be August 1- environment of the Standardbred 
3. industry. The seminars are designed
The first two successful to draw the decision-makers of the 
gatherings o f Harness Expo industry. Farm owners, breeders, 
convened at Pompano Park in m anagers, racetrack executives, 
conjunction with the Breeders trainers, veterinarians, drivers and 
Crown races in November of 1987 other top industry professionals will 
and 1988. Francis X. Ready, be present to view the trade show's 
Executive Vice President o f the exhibits from 100 key manufacturers 
United States Trotting Association, and suppliers. The displays will 
the sponsors o f Harness Expo, feature a wide variety of the latest, 
explained the move to New Jersey, most innovative Standardbred 
“ In response to suggestions from products and services, 
exhibitors and attendees, Harness For details on attending or 
Expo is moving to benefit the largest exhibiting in Harness Expo 90 
num ber o f Standardbred contact snow producers Andry 
professionals possible,” he said. “In Montgomery & Associates at Kaden 
addition to Ham bletonian Week Tower, 6100 Dutchm ans Lane, 
being a trem endous draw o f Louisville, KY 40205,502/473-1992.
Pedigree Research
A com plete, inform ative pedigree at $6.00 can actual­
ly add dollars to the sale o f your yearlings or bring more 
mares to your stallion.
Put a pedigree in front o f your sales foal and see how 
m a n y more people stop to look, rather than just walk by.
A four generation pedigree includes many facts, my 
books go to 1900, and have done some pedigrees to the 
late 1700’s.
Call: Del Smart at 207-284-7384
H.H.I. Annual Convention
New' Executive Secretary Mike Izzo and Hugh Bentley of 
Western N.Y. discuss the program with Bill Wittman of Watson
In attendance at the banquet, form er M aine H arness  
Commissioner Joan Susi and Bill & Shirley Camp enjoy the
evening.
Dominic Frinzi presents the “Good Guy Award” to Quebec’s 
favorite Gordon Wells.
Insurance Co.
M.HJ1A. Director Bert Fernald and Pompano Communications 
Director Joe Hartmann compare notes during the Publicity 
meeting.
*Publicists listen attentively as speakers give their update on the 
latest in racetrack statistics.
U.S. Harness Publicists Meet
Some ideas already on the 
drawing board for the 1991 Breeders 
Crowns include linkage with a 
national charity, bolstered  by 
simulcast money; media packages 
designed to attract more harness 
racing writers to cover the Crowns, 
and strategies for securing more 
state funding, was discussed at the 
final session of the annual 
convention of the North American 
Harness Racing Publicists meeting 
at the Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 
Sheraton Execuport. For 1990 some 
$50,000 for the promotion o f the 
Crowns has been awarded by the 
Florida Tourist Developm ent 
Council, it was reported during the 
discussion by a panel consisting of 
Tom Charters and Moira Sullivan of 
the Breeders Crown; Allen Finkelson 
and Joe Hartmann from Pompano 
Park's public relations department; 
Bob Rosberg Jr. of television's AMR 
Productions, and Phil SanFillipo, 
m arketing director o f Breeders 
Crown sponsor Certified Vacations.
ESPN, which carried the live 
broadcast last year, will carry the 
show again. These races, which 
were broadcast to millions of homes 
through cable, were also seen at 22 
raceways.
The importance of television in 
capturing the new patron was the 
focus of discussion by Roger Huston 
of The Meadows and Garry Sussman 
of Yonkers, both of whom detailed 
the hard work and personal 
satisfaction of producing racing TV 
programs.
The new patron and the non­
bettor were the subjects of several of 
the presentations during the three- 
day conclave.
Blue Bonnets' director of publicity 
Rene Tessiers addressed the subject 
of target marketing and how Blue 
Bonnets' discoveries led it to target 
the broadest and most receptive 
base.
Jerry Connors, R osecroft's 
publicity director, provided a unique 
perspective on the marketing issue.
Free adm ission, education on 
track TV giveaways, and the like are 
all good techniques to get the 
customer to the track the first time.
Foremost, Connors stressed, is the 
importance of treating the customer 
right so he'll come back.
The new patron was the focus of a 
presentation by Max Harris, vice 
president of marketing for Ladbroke 
Public Limited group, who said, "a 
dependable, quality image is the key 
to assuring new customers they will 
be treated fairly."
H arris' com pany is a British 
concern that operates betting parlors 
in Europe and runs several tracks 
and OTBs in the states, including 
The Meadows. The Ladbroke group 
is traded on the European stock 
exchange.
As important as the new patron 
and the non-bettor, "national 
publicity is essential to harness 
racing’s survival." said Tim O'Leary, 
director o f Harness Racing 
Communications. "Publicity direc­
tors can no longer limit their scopes 
to the 25 miles surrounding their 
tracks. To be effective, publicity 
directors must view local racing with 
an eye toward national publicity. 
National publicity will keep racing 
in the readers' minds and therefore 
solidify the patron base and bring in 
new customers."
r
Track to Track Wagering Form Panel with Bob Wolff, Bob Sabat, 
Ellen Harvey, Jim Moran and Ed Atlas.
"Golden Pen” Award 
To Moran
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VERNON, NY—Jim Moran, veter­
an publicity/public relations director 
and track announcer at Vernon 
Downs, was presented the Golden 
Pen Award for 1990 by the Harness 
Publicists A ssociation o f North 
America during the group's annual 
m eeting in Pompano Beach, 
Florida.
The honor is presented yearly by 
the HPA in recognition of an individ­
ual's "outstanding contribution to 
harness racing publicity."
Moran, who began his harness 
racing career at Vernon Downs in 
1962, started in the track's public 
relations department six years later 
under the direction of Don Evans, 
who became the fourth Golden Pen 
Award recipient in 1976. Moran was 
named head of Vernon's public rela­
tions department in 1975.
"To receive an award o f this 
stature from my colleagues is very 
meaningful to me," said Moran after 
he was presented with a commemo­
rative plaque by 1989 recipient John 
Manzi. "I accept this prestigious 
honor with great pride and sincere 
appreciation."
Moran, 50, has been Vernon's 
announcer since 1964. He became 
the assistant secretary of Mid-State 
Raceway, Inc., in 1984 and a member 
of the track's board of directors in 
1986.
He has been a member of the HPA 
for almost 20 years and a director of 
the organization since 1986. He also 
serves as secretary/treasurer of the 
Vernon Chapter of the U.S. Harness 
Writers Assoc. Moran resides in 
Vernon with his wife and three chil­
dren.
Allen Finkelson, Pompano Harness; Tom Charters, Breeders 
Crown; and Phil San Fillipo, Certified Vacations relax during a 
break at the convention.
Florida Harness Writers To 
Honor Allen Finkelson
POMPANO BEACH, FL — One of 
harness racing’s most successful 
public relations men, Pompano 
Harness Vice President Allen J. 
Finkelson, will be the guest of honor 
as the Florida Chapter of the United 
States Harness Writers Association 
holds its annual awards dinner- 
dance, Sunday April 8 at the Crystal 
Lake Country Club.
Finkelson, who is one of the most 
recognizable figures on the South 
Florida sports scene and the winner 
of numerous awards in and out of 
the sport of harness racing, will be 
honored by the Florida Chapter for 
his contributions to harness racing 
nationally as well as his commit­
ment to South Florida harness rac­
ing. He will be awarded the Hugh A. 
Grant Good Guy Award. The nation­
al Chairman of the Board o f the 
USHWA, Finkelson is a former win­
ner of the Proximity Award, one of 
the sport’s most prestigious honors
as well as USHWAN of the Year.
In addition to honoring Finkelson 
for his lifelong contributions to the 
sport, the Florida harness writers 
will honor the top drivers and train­
ers, pacers and trotters of the 1989- 
90 meet at Pompano harness Track, 
which is now racing its full Monday- 
Saturday night schedule, through 
the end of its 26th season, which 
ends April 28. Post time nightly is 
7:30 p.m.
For the first time this year, 
Pompano’s top trotter and pacer will 
be awarded with special memorial 
awards in honor of some of the chap­
ter’s outstanding members. The top 
pacer of the year will receive the 
Leonard Cohen Award while the top 
trotter of the year will receive the 
Louis Effrat Award. The awards are 
named in honor of former Florida 
Chapter members that are members 
of the Writers Comer of the Hall of 
Fame of the Trotter in Goshen, NY.
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MAINE BREEDERS
Where do you race your Maine sired horses 
when the 2 and 3 year old Sires Stakes Races are 
com pleted? Can they go in New York, or the 
Meadowlands, as aged horses?
There is a stallion standing in Maine for 
1990 with a proven track record that he not only 
can sire early speed 2 and 3 year olds, but they 
go on to compete as solid aged horses.
Here are some of his statistics:
Note that, from a small crop of 89 foals, 24 
have taken 2:00 records! Also note that as a 
broodmare sire, from 29 foals, 8 have taken 2:00 
records, and 27 of the 29 have taken 2:05 records.
CAVALCADE
p .3 ,1:57.3
(Meadow Skipper-Golden Miss)
Dam of: Strike Out p 2,1:58.3, p 3,1:56.3 h, $424,000
Big Value in Maine for a Small Stud Fee
Visitors are always welcome. Stop in and 
look him over. If you see him you will want to 
breed your mare to him. Conformation plus!
Standing at:
7'B’s Farm
340 Higgins Road, Pittsfield, Maine 04967 
(207) 487-5256 (207) 487-5961 
-  or -
Contact: Meadowbrook Farm (508) 943-2706
All foals eligible to the Maine Sires Stakes and New 
England Sulky Cham pionships as w ell as many Grand 
Circuit Stakes, and early and late closers.
i i # * * • ’ r ' » » 't
News From Vernon Downs
BY JIM MORAN
*<>*\W'I *** *****
Walter Boniface, race secretary at Vernon Downs, enjoys the 
New England update in the Northeast Harness News during his
visit to the Southland.
VERNON— Six drivers -  Jack 
Bailey, Gary Gibson, Bill Andrews, 
Jay Sears, Gordie Waugh and Tony 
M ondi -  who have amassed a 
combined total of more than 10,100 
career victories will be among the 
harness horsemen returning for the 
38th season at Vernon Downs, that 
begins on Thursday night, April 5.
Racing Secretary Walt Bonafice 
and his assistant, Don Hoover, have 
fin ished sorting through stable 
requests for this year's 155-program 
cam paign, that'll go through 
November 10. They've trimmed a 
list of more than 1,100 horses down 
to coincide with Vernon's 944 
available stalls.
Bailey, the track ’s w inningest 
veteran, begins the season with 
more than 3,200 lifetime victories. 
He's Vernon's all-tim e driving 
champion with 12 percentage ana 
four dash-winning titles.
Gibson, who passed the 2,000-win 
plateau at the Downs last November, 
figures to see a lot of catch-driving 
action over Vernon's fast three- 
quarter mile oval again this season. 
He was the track's dash-winning 
champion for the 1979, 1980, and 
1981 campaigns.
Andrews, Vernon's percentage 
champ in 1973, will start the seven-
and-one-half month meet with 
approximately 1,400 career wins, 
Sears with more than 1,300 and 
Waugh with nearly 1,200. Mondi, a 
two-time track titlist, begins his 
25th season at the Downs with 994 
career firsts.
Returning drivers from last year's 
Top 10 charts at the Route 31 track 
include Charles Connor Jr., Mickey 
Bridges, J e ff Gregory, Howard 
Okusko Sr., Veral Bowman, Ron Hill 
Jr., Mark Capone, Brian Allen and 
Claude Huckabone Jr.
Leading trainers coming back for 
another Vernon campaign include 
Dave Dewhurst, Lonny Hale, Angus 
M acDonald, Rocco M anzi, Anne 
Wheeler, Wes Miller, Jody Weidman, 
Jim Szczerba and Patricia Gregory.
Among the Vernon newcomers 
this season will be Tom Agosti, Troy 
Dobbins and Joe Moeykens. Larry 
Rathbone, who trains the top-rated 3 
year old pacer Till We Meet Again, is 
expected to ship a 20-horse 
contingent to Vernon Downs in 
May.
Also back for another local 
campaign are John Urbanowicz, 
Vernon's top provisional driver last 
season, and Scott Campbell, who 
was selected as the track's most 
promising teamster in 1989.
Harness Horse Youth 
Foundation News
The Harness Horse Youth 
Foundation announces that it is now 
accepting applications for its 1990 
scholarship awards. If you would 
like to receive an application blank 
call the Foundation at 513-767-1975, 
or write to PO box 266, Yellow 
Springs, Ohio 45387.
Each year the Foundation gives 
out approxim ately $12,000 in 
scholarships. Last year 15 students 
were winners. To be e lig ib le , a 
student must be enrolled in or 
accepted for fall enrollment at an 
institution of higher education. The 
student must be in a course of study 
leading to a horse-related career. 
A pplicants do not have to be
participants in harness racing nor 
the children of such participants; 
however, involvem ent with 
standardbreds will certainly be a 
factor in the applicant’s favor.
Scholarships will be awarded 
based on the character and 
accom plishm ent of the student, 
financial need, and the applicant’s 
plans for an equine-related career. 
Complete applications, including 
three letters of reference, must be 
postmarked no later than April 30 
1990.
For further information, contact: 
Charlotte Maurer, PO Box 266, 
Yellow Springs, Ohio, 45387, Tel. or 
Fax 513-767-1975.
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The Messenger award for meritorious service to the sport was won 
by WJE. "Hap" Hanson, who is joined by former winners and family 
members.
say
With more than 300 track 
operators, m anagers, suppliers, 
racing commissioners and guests on 
hand, Harness Tracks of America's 
36th annual convention in Boca 
Raton, Florida, featured three days 
o f intensive discussion o f the 
problems of racing by 53 speakers 
with something substantial to 
and an effective way of saying it.
The HTA stand on sports betting 
is one o f the first defin itive 
statements issued by any American 
racing organization. It makes clear 
that sports betting already exists on 
horse racing — and that any 
expansion of it to professional or 
amateur team or individual sports 
must incorporate protection and 
safeguards for racing. Without such 
safeguards the established, 
agricu lturally-based Am erican 
racing industry would be placed in 
serious jeopardy, and would have no 
choice but to strenuously oppose any 
extension o f sports betting. 
Safeguards spelled out in the HTA 
paper include operation o f sports 
betting by the racing industry, 
utilization  o f existing facilities  
operated by race tracks for sports 
betting, and control by racing 
regulatory bodies which are already 
responsible for regulation of existing 
legalized sports betting.
In other board action Dover 
Downs in Dover, Delaware, was 
accepted as HTA’s 43d member 
track, with Denis McGlynn and W.
E. (Hap) Hansen as its directors on 
HTA’s board, and a new category, 
associate m em bership, was 
inaugurated with three of New York 
state’s six OTB regions joining HTA’s 
tracks in facing racing’s mutual (and 
mutuel) problems.
New York’s Western Regional Off- 
Track Betting Corporation, under 
the guidance of president John T. 
Feeney; Nassau district, headed by 
Easa Easa; and Capitol district, run 
by president Davis Etkin, became 
the first HTA associates, and those 
racing leaders will serve along with 
colleagues they will name as the 
regions’ representatives in HTA 
discussions and deliberations.
Feeney put the associate 
membership program into sharp 
focus when he said, “The future of 
racing as an industry is dependent 
on the effort and cooperation of all 
segm ents w orking in concert. 
O rganizations sucn as Harness
Tracks of Am erica function as a 
catalyst to bind and move the 
industry forward. Too often we 
become immersed in our day-to-day 
problems and we lose sight of the 
‘big picture’. HTA helps interested 
parties to keep the big picture and 
long-term perspective in view. I 
believe that we have gained from our 
association with HTA in the past and 
I am hopeful that as an associate 
member, the benefits for OTB and 
the industry will expand even 
further. Our commitment to harness 
racing is clear. One need only to 
look at the relationsh ips with 
harness tracks and the horsemen’s 
groups in our region to appreciate 
what we are attem pting to 
accomplish. We at Western OTB 
understand that the long-range 
success o f harness racing has a 
direct correlation to a successful 
OTB operation. We cannot operate 
in a vacuum, and we must thereby 
work together to benefit each other.” 
HTA agrees, and welcomes Messrs. 
Feeney, Easa and Etkin and other 
OTB operators.
John Cashman Jr., HTA’s new 
president, provides strong inter- 
organizational ties to other racing 
groups and breeds. He recently was 
elected chairman o f the new 
American Horse Racing Federation, 
serves as vice chairm an o f the 
Am erican Horse Council, and is 
HTA’s liaison to the Association of 
Racing Commissioners drug testing 
and quality assurance program. He 
also is president o f Pompano 
Harness Track, the Red M ile, 
Tattersalls Sales Com pany and 
Castleton Farms; vice president of 
the Grand C ircuit; a d irector o f 
United States Trotting Association, 
Harness Racing Communications, 
the Hambletonian Society and the 
Grayson Foundation; and is a 
trustee of the Hall of Fame of the 
Trotter.
In other action at the HTA 
meeting, the association entertained 
a proposal to work with the 
H am bletonian Society on the 
problem o f stakes payments and 
nominations; reaffirmed its joint 
financial support, with USTA, the 
North Am erican Judges and 
Stewards Assn. and the 
M eadowlands, o f  an apprentice 
train ing program  to start next 
month for an officiating candidate to 
be chosen by the four organizations;
continued but revised its $15,000 
annual college scholarship program 
for participants or their children, 
sponsored in conjunction with the 
Harry M. Stevens corporation and 
the Peter H aughton Youth 
Foundation, now lim iting the 
scholarships to two years; restated 
its support for NAHRMA now to be 
known as H arness Racing 
Com m unications -  and the 
organization ’s New York news 
bureau and bi-w eekly television 
show on ESPN; and voted to have 
the publicity directors of member 
HTA tracks coordinate their annual 
meeting so as to share at least one 
joint session with HTA at its next 
annual m eeting scheduled for 
Florida Feb. 10-15, 1991.
Business topics covered in detail 
at the meeting by a host of expert 
and talented speakers included 
insurance, with a report on the 
highly successful HTA Insurance 
company operation; security; new 
pari-m utuel equipm ent develop­
ments, including an interesting 
presentation by Gary O’Connell of 
South Australia on computerized 
fixed odds betting in which a bettor 
will receive payoffs at whatever odds 
he makes the bet, regardless of 
subsequent betting patterns; credit 
betting; simulcasting and intertrack 
wagering; legal developm ents; 
stakes racing payments; television; 
basic changes in the product of 
racing itself; marketing of the sport; 
the question of over-saturation of 
racing; innovations in the sport; and 
custom er views as expressed by 
bettors and fans.
The issue of new racing products, 
addressed by Eliot (Doc) Narotsky, 
racing secretary at Maywood Park 
and president o f the Am erican 
Harness Racing Secretaries, and Jim 
Ewart, racing secretary at Scioto
Downs, led to discussion of a super 
race for 4-year-olds, for a purse of as 
high as $5 million, first proposed at 
the racing secretaries’ meeting last 
Decem ber and enthusiastically  
endorsed by Ewart, and an over-ana- 
under wager, which Narotsky thinks 
could have wide appeal to bettors.
Suggestions for improvements in 
relation to customers and customer 
service came from a panel of players 
and owners that included 
professional handicapper Gay 
Griffin, owners Carl Santangelo and 
Ed Rudner, and veteran horse player 
and racing writer Maury Wolff.
One of the most positive reports 
presented at the HTA conclave was 
that o f Tim O’Leary, executive 
director o f H arness Racing 
Com m unications, outlin ing the 
progress in new spapers and on 
television of the first six months of 
his office’s operations. The major 
scores of this office, including five 
minutes on the Today show, three 
minutes on ABC Nightly News with 
Peter Jennings, a number of solid 
features in USA Today and 
improved wire service coverage of 
such events as Herve Filion’s record- 
breaking accom plishm ents that 
resulted in new spaper coverage 
across the country, were convincing 
evidence that this office is 
desperately needed by the sport and 
deserves financial support o f all 
tracks big and small. NAHRMA’s 
board o f d irectors, m eeting in 
conjunction with HTA, did approve 
expansion of the office and staff and 
voted to change the NAHRMA name 
to Harness Racing Communications. 
It also voted to continue the Harness 
Racing 90 television show on ESPN 
on a new regular time slot at 3:30 
p.m. every other W ednesday 
afternoon while attempting to find a 
stronger spot on ESPN’s schedule.
H.TA. Banquet (1 to r): John Cashman, Dorothy Haughton, Herve 
Filion -  the "H aughton M em orial D river of the Year" -  Tom  
Haughton, Lynn Haughton, Jody Dancer and Stanley Dancer.
Advertising doesn't cost — it pays! 
Call today! 305-971-4867
(Before 8:00 AJVL or after 5:00 PJVL, please)
Flash! A Top First Crop Two Year Old In Training...
COMPACT DISC (Barberry Spur-Harmonica) at Pom pano with Stanley Dancer for Clearview Stable!
Barberry Spur
p,2,1:54.1; 3,T1:50.2 ($1,634,017)
NIATROSS - ETIQUETTE - BRET HANOVER
Barberry Spur is a great sire prospect for New York’s half-mile ovals. This million 
dollar-plus winner by Niatross established a World Record (1:55.2h) on a half-mile 
track at two and clinched two of the half-mile track Triple Crown races at three—the 
Cane Pace and Little Brown Jug. He finished first, second or third in 32 of 40 career 
starts, captured 8 major stakes events and paced to a sizzling 1:50.2 career mark. Bar­
berry Spur’s oldest foals will be making their two-year-old racing debuts this year.
1990 Fee $5,000
J ,
- t- V
John Cashman, Jr., President & General Manager
Booking inquiries to Thom Young, Farm Manager-New York 
Castleton Farm o f N Y • P.O . Box 4 , Campbell Hall. NY 10916 • 914 / 294-6717
FOALS ELIGIBLE TO THE NYSS & BREEDERS CROWN
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Two Year Old New England Horses In Training
TRUSTY JAKE and Don Holsapple.
KITTY LUSH and Gordon Corey with HOCKS SOCKS SALTY and 
Joyce Small.
G.M. KALIN and Gordon, MOUNTAIN GURU and George Goodblood 
unnamed filly and Matt Ray.
LITTLE RIVER FARM
North Carolina
G ordon Corey Stable - assistants A lison  Hynes, Joyce
Small. Matt Ray, Art & Aileen Varnum, George & Virginia
Goodblood, & Don Holsapple.
Training Roster:
2 F Trot G.M.'s KALIN Springfest-Glinka Marvel
Bill Thoms, Eaton, NH
2 F Pace DONAR STAR Skipper Gene Marx-Fair Star Escort
Dr. Jeffrey Down, Fairfield, ME
2 F Pace KITTY LUSH Trusty Dream-Spanish Velvet
Ted Joubert, Hampton, NH
2 C Pace SKIPPER MICK Skipper Gene Marx-M & K's Dream
owners: Mike Andrew & Barry Sansoucie, ME & N.H.
2 C Pace SHEKAR J.M. Shekar Skipper-Lady Gray
Don & Anne Ledbury, Franklin, Mass.
2 C Pace HOCK SOCKS SALTY Armbro Blaze-First Peach
Nancy Levi, Cornish, ME
2 C Pace MY BILL TROY My Bill Forwood-Domestic Aide
Stanley Sclar, Lewiston, ME
2 C Pace MOUNTAIN GURU Mountain Skipper=Martha Butler
Neil Fontaine, Westboro, Mass.
2 C Pace C'EST GABBY
AI Blake, Manchester, NH 
2 c Pace UNNAMED
Jaisan Inc., Englewood, NJ 
2 F Pace SMOKESHAW MOLLY 
Robert Zakian, York, ME
2 F Pace UNNAMED
Jaisan Inc., Englewood, NJ
3 C Pace TIME OF MY LIFE
Jaisan, Inc., Englewood, NJ
Smartest Remark-C'est Shabu 
Mr. Jim Bob-Ronstadt 
Superbradshaw-Sundersmoke 
Mr. Jim Bob-Tender Hanover 
No Nukes-Tender Hanover
GEORGE GOODBLOOD STABLE
2 C Pace WILL-O-MATT Willow Skipper-Lisa Barmin
DON HOLSAPPLE STABLE
2 C Pace TRUSTY JAKE Trusty Dream-Star is Bom
2 C Pace A.V.'s BEST
ART VARNUM STABLE
Best Jeffrey-Happy Barbara
HUBERT LAMPRON STABLE
3 C Pace LUCABATOR 
3 F Pace MISS VIVACIOUS
Troublemaker-Undersail 
Legal Notice-Scene Stealer
PINEHURST
North Carolina
PAUL BATTIS STABLE
P.B. BARNEY b c (Barney Blue Chip-Frisky's Best)
RACEALONG ROCKET b c (Barney Blue Chip-Ready n'Fire)
ROLAND MALLAR STABLE
CELTIC LASS b f  (Landslide-Tralee Girl)
DOWN THE PIKE b c (On the Road Again-Burning Passion) 
b c (Walton Hanover-Kimanne Hanover)
TORBET HANOVER b f  (Colt Fortysix-Tarport Mary)
WALT LIQUOR br c (Walt Hanover-Sedalia)
SPRING GARDEN RANCH
De Leon Springs, Florida
DANA DELISLE STABLE
WINDSONG EMERALD p f  (Sheryl's Number-Arnies Annie)
WINDSONG JADA p f  (Sheryl's Number-Dreamy Susan)
ARNOLD MILES STABLE
APRILFEST t f  (Springfest-Chinbro Knox Bren)
RAILROAD LADY t f  (Springfest-She's My Freight)
□uiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiifiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaimiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiMiiiiiinaiMiiiiiiiiaa
MISS VIVACIOUS and Hugh Lampron.
It Pays To Advertise!
□tiiiiiiiiiiiaumiiiiiiiaiiiimiiiitsiimiuiiiiDiiiiiimiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiimiaiiiiiiiitiiiaiiiiiiHiiiia
/  r «..* '<  . . .  f . l f  '  o  * r  * / .  /  ) jV / / l  - t S B O d t lo X
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Howard Beissinger: 
A MStand-OutM Trainer
HOWARD BEISSINGER
There is a paradox that says the 
only constant is change and over the 
years, racing has changed 
constantly. The faces have changed, 
the records have changed, the 
equipment has changed.
M aster horsem an Howard 
Beissinger has seen a lot of changes 
and he took time last fall to expound 
on and explain some of the changes 
to the Northeast Harness News.
One o f racing's most articulate 
spokesmen, Beissinger is a life-long 
veteran in a "good sport." Ohio-born 
in 1923, Beissinger has witnessed 
the sport evolving over the years. 
With faster and faster miles each 
year, Beissinger cites better breeding 
as the predominant reason.
He analyzes, "Today's better and 
faster colts are more natural and 
wear less boots."
In Beissinger’s time has come the 
avalanche o f speed, night time 
racing, drivers' helmets, disc wheels, 
and modified bikes. The two-minute 
mile is no longer a miracle mile.
It’s interesting to note that the 
year before Beissinger was born, 
driver Tom Murphy established the 
world trotting record with Peter 
Manning in 1:56 3/4 at Lexington. 
Fifty-eight years later, Beissinger 
equalled Nevele Pride's world mark 
o f 1:54 4/5 with Lindy’s Crown at 
DuQuoin. Then in 1984, he directed 
Cornstalk to a new world record of 
1:53 4/5 at Springfield.
He has seen the Hambletonian 
move from  rural New York to 
DuQuoin and then to the 
Meadowlands. When he won the 
first of his three Hambletonians in 
1969 with Lindy's Pride, the race 
was worth $125,000. Beissinger has 
seen it grow into a million-dollar 
event.
With the bigger purses and faster 
colts, today's horse trainers have
BY BOB LOWELL
hitched their hopes to the modern, 
modified race bike. But with nearly 
ten thousand starts behind the 
starting ear, which also w asn't 
around when he was a young fellow, 
Beissinger knows how to hook a 
horse to a sulky. He observes, "The 
old Houghton sulky was ju st as 
good."
With the aggressive driving style 
in vogue today which produces faster 
miles, Beissinger notes that some 
drivers are over-aggressive. Having 
just dismounted following the Old 
Oaken Bucket Stake at Delaware, he 
oints out how one of the nation’s 
est drivers ju st drove too 
aggressively. Beissinger comments, 
"sometimes conservative is better."
A good case in point may be the 
1985 Hambletonian when Beissinger 
directed Torway to a first heat win in 
1:55 2/5. Sitting patiently fourth 
until mid-stretch, Beissinger found 
racing room slipping through 
between Master Willie and Mark Six 
to chalk up the win.
W hile there has been change, 
some things have not. Casting his 
eyes to the Little Brown Jug track 
from the paddock, B eissinger 
explains, "This was always a good 
track. It was the same dirt forty 
years ago." It was in Delaware in 
1984 that Beissinger set a world 
record with the two year old filly 
Supreme One.
Another thing that hasn't changed 
-  the owners still pay the bills in 
racing, but the faces have changed. 
The owners, according to Beissinger, 
constitute one of the b iggest 
changes. Citing the sport as having 
good owners, Beissinger adds, "Some 
of the new ones can't lead a horse."
He cautions new investors in the 
sport to do their homework before 
selecting a trainer and "seeking out 
veteran owners" for advice. 
Beissinger then advises a new owner 
to put their "confidence in their 
trainer."
Saying that "Egos carry away 
some owners," he would like to see 
owners trust a "consistent trainer" to 
make the right decisions in training 
and racing the horses. He continues, 
"The new breed are looking for a 
m iracle edge or som ething fa r ­
fetched."
In an ever-changing atmosphere 
surrounding the world of harness 
racing, Beissinger remains as one of 
the most knowledgeable and widely 
respected and best dressed 
horsemen. Cut from the fine cloth of 
the old school. Beissinger has the 
presence of a top trainer and the 
bearing of a gentleman.
W hile tim es and style may 
change, quality m aterial always 
stands out. Howard B eissinger 
stands out!
Be Wise.... Advertise In New England’s
Forem ost Standardbred Periodical
Personal Service To: 
Sales Companies Stallion Owners
Auto & Truck Dealers Racing Stables 
Industry Organizations Breeding Farms
Farriers
Feed Companies 
Equipment Dealers
1500th Win For Ranger
BY LARRY ALBANO
It was a major milestone for Bruce 
Ranger when W illiam  O lsten 's 
Precise Victory, a three year old 
Direct Scooter colt, set a new life 
mark of 1:57.4 on March 14th at 
Pompano Park.
This was Ranger's 1500th career 
win. For the past decade Bruce has 
been one o f the most consistent 
drivers at the South Florida track.
The 30 year old native o f 
Portland, Maine has run the gamut 
of harness racing experiences. He 
has gone from a youngster who raced 
cheap horses at small tracks back 
home, to an up-and-coming runner- 
up to the dash-w inning title at 
Foxboro, to a promising winner of 
the Peter Haughton M em orial 
Award at Pompano Park, to a bumt- 
out holder of a probationary license; 
then fought his way back to a 
Special Achievem ent Award at 
Pompano Park, drove the winners of 
the $40,500 Pompano Beach Pacing 
Series Final and $117,250 Floridian 
Stakes Final just weeks apart, and 
notched 113 victories down here in a 
single race meet; then turned his 
talents to developing colts, producing 
4 solid race horses out o f 8 
candidates his first year, including 
Havoc Hanover, who won in 1:56.3 at 
The M eadowlands last August, 
beating A 'N utter Butter, among 
others.
His driving career began in 1978 
at Lewiston, Maine, ana he earned 
quite a name for himself as a driver 
with a future at various New 
England raceways. In 1982 he went 
over the century mark in victories 
for a season for the first time with 
169 and he was on his way. The 
following winter the quiet youngster 
ventured to Florida for the first time 
and his success continued. He won 
176 races and proved to himself that 
he could race with the "big boys."
That season he won the Peter 
Haughton Memorial Award. "That 
was probably the biggest thing that 
happened to me in the business," 
says Ranger. "Up until then I hadn't 
won anything."
For the next two years he 
continued his success, but having 
money in his pockets and plenty of 
leisure time proved to be a trap that 
led to problems in his private life. 
He had his license suspended briefly 
and returned home to New England 
to put his life back together.
F irst at Foxboro and then in 
Maine he applied himself to driving 
harness horses- with renewed 
urpose. In 1987 he won 226 races, 
is highest single-season victory 
total ever, and he returned to Florida 
with Lisa Giannelli by his side. This 
team had an inspirational winter at 
Pompano Park. Bruce was given a 
Special Achievem ent Award by 
General Manager Harold Duris at 
the 1988 Awards Dinner. "I was just
lucky to get another chance to prove 
myself," said Ranger. "There are a 
lot o f people who don't get that 
chance."
Driving better than ever the next 
winter he began to get a chance to 
sit behind some good horses and the 
results were encouraging. First 
Ranger won his division of both legs 
of the Pompano Beach Pacing Series, 
then won the $40,500 Final with 
Dexter Nukes for trainer George 
Gilmour in 1:56. Two weeks later he 
was named to drive Dancing Master, 
the 9th and final horse to qualify, for 
the field o f nine eligible for the 
$117,250 Floridian Stakes, after 
finishing 5th in his elimination heat 
the week before.
"I was very fortunate to get a shot 
to drive," said Ranger, who made the 
most of the opportunity by leaving 
for the front end in a .28 flat opening 
quarter, then yielding the top to 3-to- 
10 favorite Raque Bogart, who took 
the field  to the h a lf in .57 flat. 
Coming out of the final turn it was 
clear the favorite was all done and 
Ranger found room to swing wide 
with his colt, winning in 1:55.3.
His current stable includes the 
hard-hitting race mare Ici Aussi, a 
recent winner in 1:56.1, as well as 
Pat's Flagship, a three year old 
Nihilator colt who has won in 1:57.1 
and the Fortune Teller three year old 
gelding, Fly Me Again, who has a 
mark of 1:54.2.
The holdover from last season's 
first "R anger-trained— Fred 
M onteleone-owned" two year old 
crop is preparing for the upcoming 
Pompano Beach Pacing Series. He is 
named after Pat D iChiaro, an 
assistant superintendent of schools
in Yonkers, NY, a good friend of 
Monteleone's who died recently. Ten 
percent of the horse's earnings this 
year go to a scholarship fund to send 
underprivileged kids to school in 
DiChiaro's name.
"What he wants is the one big 
horse," says Ranger of Monteleone, 
who had a b r ie f brush with colt 
success last year when Havoc 
H a n o /er won in 1:56.3 at The 
Meadowlands. After turning down 
an offer of a quarter million dollars 
for the colt, he died a couple of weeks 
later at New Bolton Center. "We'll 
never know how good he really was," 
says Ranger.
Four of this year's eight two year 
olds will be going north to The 
Meadowlands at the conclusion of 
the current meet. Two by No Nukes, 
one by Tyler B and one by Storm 
Damage, have proven to be the 
cream of the crop. Hopefully, one of 
them will turn out to be as good as 
Havoc Hanover, or maybe even 
better. Hope springs eternal at this 
time of year. "Right now they're all 
way ahead o f last y ea r 's /' says 
Ranger, with just a hint of optimism.
Bruce Ranger with Peter Blood's Bold Herbert at Pompano.
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MAINE STANDARDBRED BREEDERS
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SUSTAINING AGREEMENT TO 
MAINE STANDARDBRED BREEDERS STAKES
P a r t ic ip a t in g  R a c in g  A s s o c ia t io n s
E U R  3 - )  E A K -O U IS  
F U R  2-V E A R -O L D S
S c a r b o r o u g h  —  B a n g o r  —  S k o w h e g a n  — • C u m b e r la n d  —  L e w is to n  — P r e s q u e  I s le — W in d s o r — F r y e b u r g — F a r m in g to n  
Kulc 1 Section 32 “ Tho-1 ear-Old Coll and (illy pacers mu.sl show lint of 2:20 on gail at time of draw.'*
Sustaining Fee Due May 15 For rf  rollers and Pacers
Name t l  fcn ir)
2  Y e i r  O ld s  $ 2 5 .0 0  3  Y e a r  O ld s  $ 3 5 .0 0
Tr*t Pace
l  sc separate form («r 2 year old and 3 year old —  Trolling and Pacing entrirs.
Sustain only 2 and 3 year olds that were nominated or continued feb . 15 
Ao m m I tnrlosed S __________  N*. Eatric*
Entered b)L
AddreM-
% ai %____________ a
(owner or ageol) )
_________________!«%
Be sure that gait is specified . Change of gait w ill not be a llow ed, it  unsure or a change may become necessary, sustain to both T rot and Pace.
I'se a separate form  (or each. Responsib ility to  meet deadlines rests with ow ners and agents.
M A K E  C H E C K S  P A Y A B L E  T O : M a in e  S t a t e  H a r n e s s  R a c in g  C o m m iss io n  S la te h o u s e  S ta t io n  2 8  A u g u sta , M a in e  0 4 3 3 3
YEARLING NOMINATION TO 
MAINE STANDARDBRED BREEDERS STAKES
Nominating Deadline May 15
M a in e  S t a t e  H a r n e s s  R a c in g  C o m m is s io n  R u le  1 , S e c t io n  3 2
A y e a r l i n g  n o m in a t io n  p a y m e n t  o f  $ 5 .0 0  s h a l l  b e  d u e  o n  a l l  M a in e  S ir e d  c o l t s  &  f i l l i e s  b y  M a y  1 5 tb  o f  t h e  y e a r  fo l lo w in g  th e  f i r s t  b ir tb d a te .
Yearling* NtM
«
%
%
\
%
%
%
%
%
%%I % a %%
•»% i i»______________%%«• ______________*ti%------------------ --*
i»--------------------«
% Nominalfd It: %%I %I %
Sire Dai
Address %
M ak e C h eck s  p a y a b le  to : M a in e  S t a t e  H a r n e s s  R a c in g  C o m m iss io n  S ta te  H o u se  S ta t io n  N o . 2 8  A u g u sta , M a in e  0 4 3 3 3
»««*«
«*
J IIOKStS >AHt 
«
: i _________«
: 2 _________«
5 3_________«
%* I _________«%* s _________%
*%
NEW ENGLAND SULKY CHAMPIONSHIP
Yearling Nominal ions- Payment Due: May *15 Fee-$25.00
SIRE & l>.\»
•M a k e  C h e c k s  P a y a b le  T o  N .E . S U L K Y  C H A M P IO N S H IP  
* c / o  R o b e r t  F e r la n d  B o x  7 9 9  B e r w ic k .  M e. 0 3 9 0 1  
D o n ’t F o r g e t  T o  R e g is t e r  Y o u r  M a r e s  
P a y m e n t  D u e: Sept. IS  
Fee-SJS.O O  E a ch
4 * •>
Maine's Showplaee for Year Round Racing"
Arrival Date_ Departure Date_
□  I do not request stalls on the grounds, but do desire 
ship-in and racing privileges.
Ship-in horses must have this application on file.
I I I do request stalls for the horses listed below for the 
1990 race meet.
Trainer.
U.S.T.A. Membership 
Address__________________
City, State, 
Zip________ Tel. No..
1990 STALL SPACESHIP-IN  
APPLICATIO N
MARCH 3rd Thru SEPTEMBER 22nd 
OCTOBER 8th Thur DECEMBER 16th
SCARBOROUGH 
D ' O ' W ' N *  S
R A C IN G  O FFICE
P.O. B O X 1197, S C A R B O R O U G H , M E . 04074  
T E L E P H O N E  207-883-4331
NAMES OF STABLE EMPLOYEES
I certify that I have read the provisions on both sides o f 
this application and the rules o f SCARBOROUGH 
DOWNS and that I agree to abide by them.
Signature. Owner, Trainer or Authorized Agent Date
Approved By_ Director of Racing Date
\
1
jCAlT
ii
AGE
&
SEX
NAME OF HORSE 1989-90EARNINGS
NO. OF 
1989-90 
STARTS
CLAIMING
PRICE
DATE
READY
TO
RACE
ODD
DISTANCES
DESIRED
(UAZuA1/*)
OWNER’S NAME COMPLETE ADDRESS
■
i1---------1■
| m(i \ & -
i
i_____ i■■
■ %
■
ife
* r * -
i
■■1--------- . . . .
-v '
1
1
1______ ST, 4 Ji_________
■
B■
1 - ------
■■
■
»  "
- • i T  " '
■■
■
■j---------
i
■■.........
■-------------
Horses granted stalls 
are expected to race at 
! SC A R B O R O U G H  D O W N S
\
DUE TO LIMITED STALL 
SPACE, PREFERENCE 
WILL BE GIVEN TO 
RACE-READY HORSES.
“The New Horizon 
Pacing Series”
i & ■) Year Olds Maine Sired or Owned. 
Non-Winners of $25,000 Lifetime as of 
December 31, 1989.
Nomination fee $100 due 
April 15, 1990
2 “The Summer Sophomore 
Pacing Series”
3 Year Olds.
Nomination fee $100 due 
May 15, 1990
Scarborough Downs 1990 L ate Closing Program
j Event ^  - Please PRINT clearly on al1 sPaces ~ needed? 
No. Name of Entry Age Owner Address Y or N
i 5 
; 
i
j !
—
i
i
-
!
(
L
1
j
'
__________________________________________________________J
Make check payable to:
Scarborough Downs Entered b y ---------------------------------------- —------------ ——— ;— —— — --------------------------------- —----------
1 Mail to- Owner or Authorized Agent
j Richard J. Kane Address— ---------------------------------------- - ------— . ---------------------------------------------------- —-------------
} Director o f Racing 
8P.O. Box 1197
j Scarborough, ME 04074 Trainer ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------
p h on e  (207)883-9521 T. l . Ph„n .
883-4331 leiepnone
